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Abstract

We derive inequalities for the index |G : Gp| in a p-group G.
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Let G be a finite p-group, and let Gp and Ω1(G) denote the subgroups of G generated by all
pth powers, and by all elements of order p, respectively. Let us quote [BE] “although these sub-
groups are the objects of the study of the power structure of p-groups, very little is known about
them in general.” In that paper, N. Blackburn and A. Espuelas derive, under some assumptions,
inequalities involving the orders and indices of the above subgroups. Here we prove inequali-
ties of the same type, which hold in all p-groups. Though these inequalities follow quickly from
known results and proofs, especially from results of T.J. Laffey, they seem not to have been noted
before.1

We let d(G) denote the minimal number of generators of G. Logarithms are taken to base 2.

Theorem 1. Let G be a finite p-group, p odd, and let pk be the maximal order of an exponent p

subgroup of G. Then |G : Gp| � pk(log k+2). In particular, this inequality holds if |Ω1(G)| = pk .

Theorem 2. Let G be as in Theorem 1, and let E be a maximal normal elementary abelian
subgroup of G. If |E| = pr , then |G : Gp| � p(r

2)+r .

E-mail address: mann@math.huji.ac.il.
1 This note is independent of a previous one with a similar title [M2]. I am grateful to Yakov Berkovich and to the

referee for constructive remarks regarding the contents and presentation of this note. In particular, the referee pointed out
that one can apply Proposition 4 to improve our original Theorem 2.
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Theorem 3. Let G be a 2-group, and let E be a maximal normal elementary abelian subgroup
of G. If |E| = 2s , then |G : G2| � 2s(3s+1)/2. Equality holds only if G is dihedral (not of order 8),
generalized quaternion, or semi-dihedral.

We also state two inequalities for special classes of p-groups.

Definition. A p-group G is p-central, if either p is odd and Ω1(G) � Z(G), or p = 2 and all
elements of order 2 or 4 lie in Z(G).

Proposition 4. In a p-central group we have |G : Gp| � |Ω1(G)|.

Proposition 5. If G and k are as in Theorem 1, with p = 3, then |G : G3| � 32k .

For the proofs, we state first some known results.

Lemma A. (See T.J. Laffey [L1, Corollary 1].) Let G be a p-group, p odd. Then G contains a
subgroup S of class 2 and exponent p, such that d(G) � d(S).

Corollary. Let G and k be as in Theorem 1. Then each subgroup of G can be generated by k

elements.

Lemma B. (See J.L. Alperin [H, III.12.1].) Let G be a p-group, and let A be maximal among
the normal abelian subgroups of G of exponent q , where q �= 2 is a power of p. Then A contains
all elements of order dividing q in CG(A).

Lemma C. Let G be p-central, and write N = Ω1(G). Then G/N is also p-central, and
|Ω1(G/N)| � |N |. If |N | = pk , each subgroup of G can be generated by k elements.

For the proof, see [H, III.12.2] (statement and proof) for odd p, and [M1] for p = 2. The
second part for odd p is a special case of the Corollary to Lemma A.

Lemma D. (See M. Bianchi–A. Gillio Berta Mauri–L. Verardi [BGV, Proposition 4(a)].) Let G

be p-central, p odd, and let x, y ∈ G. Then xp = yp iff xΩ1(G) = yΩ1(G).

Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma A, d(G) � k. Moreover, if H � G, then d(H) � k as well.
Write K = G/Gp , and let A be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of K . By the above,
|A| � pk . Since CK(A) = A, we can consider L := K/CK(A) as a subgroup of Aut(A), which in
turn is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(k,p). Therefore L has derived length at most logk + 1.
Since the factors in the derived series of L are elementary abelian and can be generated by k

elements, we have |L| � pk(log k+1). �
Proof of Proposition 5. By [H, III.6.6 and III.6.5], groups of exponent 3 are metabelian. Hence
if p = 3, then H := G/Gp is metabelian, and, as in the preceding proof, both H/H ′ and H ′ can
be generated by k elements, hence have order at most 3k . �
Proof of Proposition 4. For p = 2, this is a part of Lemma C, because |G : G2| = pd(G).
For odd p, Lemma D shows that the number of pth powers is |G : Ω1(G)|, hence |Gp| �
|G : Ω1(G)|, which is our claim.
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For completeness, we offer here another proof, independent of [BGV]. It proceeds by induc-
tion on |G|. Write N = Ω1(G). First, assume that N � Gp . Then |G : Gp| = |G/N : (G/N)p| �
|Ω1(G/N)| � |N |, where the first inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis. Next, let
N � Gp , and write N = (N ∩Gp)×A, for some subgroup A�G (recall that N is central and ele-
mentary abelian). Suppose that x ∈ G and xp ∈ A. Then xp ∈ A∩Gp = 1. Thus x ∈ N � Z(G).
It follows that Ω1(G/A) = N/A � Z(G/A), i.e. G/A is also p-central. Now the induction hy-
pothesis implies |G : Gp| � |A||G/A : (G/A)p| � |A||Ω1(G/A)| = |A||N/A| = |N |. �
Proof of Theorem 2. Write C = CG(E). Then G/C is a p-subgroup of Aut(E) ∼= GL(r,p),
and therefore |G : C| � p(r

2). By Lemma B, E = Ω1(C), and thus Ω1(C) � C, and, by Proposi-
tion 4, |G : Gp| � |G : Cp| = |G : C||C : Cp| � p(r

2)+r . �
Proof of Theorem 3. Let A be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of G of exponent 4
containing E, and let C = CG(A). Then A is the direct product of s cyclic subgroups of or-
der 2 or 4, |A| � 22s , and |G : C| � 2s2+(s

2). By Lemma B, all elements of order dividing
4 in C lie in A, i.e. in Z(C). By [M1, Theorem 1], d(C) � s, and therefore |C : C2| � 2s

and |G : G2| � |G : C2| � 2s2+(s
2)+s . Suppose that equality holds. Then, first, |A| = 22s and

|G : C| = 2s2+(s
2), and, second, G2 = C2, hence G/C is elementary abelian. But A is the direct

product of s cyclic subgroups of order 4, and G/C is isomorphic to the Sylow 2-subgroup of
Aut(A), which is elementary abelian only if s = 1. That implies |G : C| = |C : C2| = 2, and thus
C is a cyclic maximal subgroup of G, and among the groups containing such a subgroup, only the
ones listed in the theorem have a maximal normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 2. �

Let us remark, that given data as in the above results, and also the exponent of G, one can
bound the order of G. This follows from the solution of the Restricted Burnside Problem [VL],
since we bound the number of generators of G. A much better bound, and an elementary proof,
is given in [L2].

It is natural to inquire to what extent the above bounds can be improved. There are two types
of questions here. First, we can ask for improvements in the general case. Is, say, the logarithmic
factor really necessary? Or we can ask what happens for specific values of k (or of r or s). E.g. if
in Theorem 1 we have k < p −1, then G is regular [H, III.10.14], and |G : Gp| = |Ω1(G)| = pk .
If k = p − 1, then G is either regular or of maximal class [B, Theorem 1.1], and in the latter case
we have |G : Gp| = pp [H, III.14.16]. Thus the first open case is k = p, more specifically, we
can ask for the structure of groups in which |Ω1(G)| = pp (that question, raised by Y.Berkovich,
prompted the investigations in this note). As for Theorem 2, the split extension of an elementary
abelian group E of order pr by the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(E) has order p(r

2)+r , and is of
exponent p if p is large relative to r . Hence the bound in Theorem 2 is best possible in general,
but can be improved for small values of r . Finally, Y. Berkovich has pointed out that if s = 2 in
Theorem 3, then it can be shown that |G : G2| � 24.

There is no converse of the above theorems. To see this, let F be a non-abelian free group
of rank d , let H be a normal subgroup of finite p-power index, let H/N be the largest finite
factor group of H of exponent p, and take G = F/N . Since d(H) = |F : H |(d − 1) + 1, the
order of H/N , and with it of Ω1(G), can be made arbitrarily large, by choosing H of large
enough index, but the order of G/Gp is bounded by the largest order of a finite d-generator
group of exponent p. A more elementary example is exhibited by groups of maximal class and
order at least pp+1. As we remarked already, in these groups |G : Gp| = pp . But there exist
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groups of maximal class of any order � pp+1 such that Ω1(G) = G (by [H, III.14.13(b)], if G is
of maximal class, then Ω1(G/Z(G)) = G/Z(G)). However, the largest order of a subgroup of
exponent p in these groups is pp , while in the previous examples we can find elementary abelian
subgroups of arbitrarily large order.

If |G/Gp| � pp−1, then G is regular [H, III.10.13], and |Ω1(G)| = |G : Gp|. What if
|G/Gp| = pp? The 2-groups such that |G : G2| = 4 are just the 2-generator groups, and they can
contain arbitrarily large elementary abelian subgroups. For p = 3, taking F above to be of rank
2 yields 3-groups containing arbitrarily large elementary abelian subgroups with |G/G3| = 33.
Other examples, valid for all odd primes, are provided by the so-called Nottingham Group. This is
an infinite pro-p group, in which |G : Gp| = pp , and it has finite quotients (which are p-groups)
containing normal elementary abelian subgroups of arbitrarily large order. For the proofs, see [C,
Theorem 6 and Remark 3(i) following it; take q = p] (these examples were pointed out by the
referee).
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